Unfamiliar words:
- morosely
- pantomime
- stited
- recumbent
- mottled
- yammered

Blue:
I think the most important part would be about Lennie finding the mice, but George not letting him keep them. I don’t really understand why he can’t keep them.

Red:
Why does George always seem to get mad or annoyed with Lennie?

Yellow:
What I thought was interesting was Lennie thought George didn’t want him there, so he asked if he should just leave and find a cave or something. I learned that George seems to get frustrated with Lennie a lot, and that Lennie tends to forget a lot of things.

Summary of chapter: This chapter was about George and Lennie finding a spot to sleep. And Lennie finds a mice, but George keeps taking them away from him. Then Lennie feels...